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For twelve years, following the first article called “Les quar-
tiers d’orange” and published in Le Monde of 27 March 2007, 
IPEMED has been campaigning, forecasting, predicting and 
defending the inevitable integration between Europe and 
Africa. This long-term work, carried out with about fifty ex-
perts and business managers from both continents (whom we 
thank) is starting to pay off. 

The most visionary heads of States are taking over. With 
them, our idea is finally evolving into will and a political pro-
ject. 

During the Malta European Summit that was held on 11 and 
12 November 2015, heads of States and governments made the 
decision to “carry out the strategic reflection in order to keep pro-
moting a regional economic integration between European coun-
tries, Southern Mediterranean countries and Sub-Saharan coun-
tries”.  

In a letter addressed to IPEMED and dated 7 December 2015, 
the President of the Republic of Niger, Issoufou Mahmadou, 
declared that “the social and economic evolution of both conti-
nents shows how much they are linked and highlights the necessity 
of a permanent body dedicated to strategic reflection to guide this 
evolution”. 

In his speech in front of the Ambassadors on 29 August 
2017, French President Emmanuel Macron asserted that 
“Together, we must tie up the European and African continents, 
through the Mediterranean (...) the strategy that I want to imple-
ment consists in creating an integrated axis between Africa, the 
Mediterranean and Europe.” 

A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT 

The entire team of IPEMED, including 
experts, business managers and founding 
members, is delighted of its progress and 
is willing to keep improving the economic 

relations between both continents. 
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In his speech on the State of the Union of 12 September 2018, Jean-
Claude Junker, President of the European Commission, announced that 
“We are – Africa and Europe – a community that shares the same destiny 
and the same interests (...). Today, the Commission is proposing a new al-
liance for sustainable investment and jobs between Europe and Africa”. 

IPEMED, which is a think-tank that aims to bring together the two 
shores of the Mediterranean, and beyond, the African and European 
continents, is following its long-term investigation work through:

• Producing new ideas: shorter value chains, local channels and ter-
ritorialised value chains, regionalisation, coproduction, etc.;

• Prospective and anticipation, by reintroducing long-term public 
policies; 

• Restoring trusting relations between Europeans, Mediterraneans 
and Africans, in order to defend the general interest and create 
the conditions for a common future.

• Mixing up institutional, economic and academic experts, but also 
African, Mediterranean and European actors; 

• Creating jobs and added value in the long term, by taking into ac-
count the approaches undertaken by the private sector. 

All these efforts must converge and materialise in the creation of a 
Foundation, the AME Verticale (Africa Med Europa). 

The entire team of IPEMED, including experts, business managers 
and founding members, is delighted with its progress and is willing to 
keep improving the economic relations between both continents. 

Jean-Louis Guigou
President of IPEMED

February 22, 2019
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Mediterranean Water 
Forum, Cairo, Egypt 

As a coordinator of the 
“urban” work group in the 
framework of the Mediter-
ranean preliminary pro-
cess at the World Water 
Forum, IPEMED organ-
ised, with its partners, a 
work session on the reuse 
of treated wastewater.

Conference-debate on the 
book “Africa - Mediterranean - 
Europe: the axis of the future”, 
Montpellier, France 

In partnership with the region 
Occitanie/Pyrénées – Médi-
terranée, IPEMED organised, 
in collaboration with Agropo-
lis International, Montpellier 
SupAgro and EcomNewsMed, 
a conference-debate to raise 
awareness among local deci-
sion makers on the benefits 
of a greater cooperation in the 
agricultural sector.

18th Forum of Bamako, 
Bamako, Mali

Jean-Louis Guigou talked 
during this event on the 
land planning of the Sahel-
Saharan space. He took 
this opportunity to expose 
his vision of an “Africa - 
Mediterranean - Europe” 
integrated axis.

Meeting of the Franco-
German economic circle, 
Berlin, Germany

Organised by Joachim 
Bitterlich, member of 
IPEMED’s Steering Com-
mittee, this public debate 
reasserted the leading role 
of the “Franco-German” 
couple in the construction 
of the great region “Africa - 
Mediterranean - Europe”.

African and Mediterranean 
Diaspora Forum, Paris, France

3,000 participants, 200 jour-
nalists, 50 partner companies 
and numerous African gov-
ernment delegations gathered 
for this event, organized by 
Classe Export and Euro2C, on 
the initiative of IPEMED.

Pollutec Maroc, Casablanca, 
Morocco

Once again, IPEMED was 
a partner of Pollutec Maroc 
and a co-leader of the African 
Space. This was an opportu-
nity to exchange during tech-
nical workshops based on the 
Institute’s sectorial works. 

World Water Forum, 
Brasilia, Brazil 

Five events, an unprec-
edented publication, a 
hundred economic and 
political decision-makers 
sensitized to the need 
for more inclusive water 
governance in the Medi-
terranean: these were 
the results achieved by 
the participation of Kelly  
Robin in the World Water 
Forum.

22 - 23 JANUARY 

18 - 23 MARCH 

26 JUNE 

22 - 24 FEBRUARY 

17 MAY 

4 - 5 JULY

12 MARCH 

22 JUNE 

2 - 5 OCTOBER 
Signature of a MoU with 
Egypt, Paris, France 

During the Franco-Egyp-
tian economic day, held at 
IMA, the Egyptian Minis-
ter of Investment and In-
ternational Cooperation, 
Sahar Nasr, and Jean-Louis 
Guigou signed a MoU, in 
the presence of the French 
Ambassador in Egypt, Sté-
phane Romatet.

MEDCONFEDERATION 
annual Forum, Barcelona, 
Spain 

As a founding member of 
the MEDCONFEDERA-
TION network, IPEMED 
mobilised its experts and 
founding members for 
this forum dedicated to 
the role of SMBs in the de-
velopment of the Mediter-
ranean region.

                           IN A NUTSHELL 2 0 1 8
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Opening of the Global 
Diaspora Week, Brussels, 
Belgium

IPEMED asserted its will 
to better integrate the dia-
sporas in the assessment 
and implementation of 
public policies at the Eu-
ropean and African scale, 
by taking part in this high-
level event organised by 
its partner the African Di-
aspora Network in Europe 
(ADNE).

Conference on SMBs 
financing, Tunis, Tunisia

IPEMED, the Union 
for the Mediterranean, 
IPEMED Tunisia, the Arab 
Institute of Business Man-
agers and the Tunisia De-
posit and Consignment 
Office organised, on 11 
December 2018 in Tunis, 
the presentation of a study 
on “SMBs financing and 
investment security”, in 
the presence of a hundred 
economic and political de-
cision-makers.

Africa Investment Forum & 
Awards, Paris, France

IPEMED was a partner in 
this new edition, held at 
the Armenonville pavil-
ion. It has been dedicated 
to business opportunities 
on the African continent 
in different sectors, with 
more than 600 decision 
makers from the private 
and public sectors.

Prospective work seminar, 
Algiers, Algeria

Jean-Louis Guigou took 
part in a work seminar 
organised in Algiers, in 
the framework of an as-
sistance project between 
the General Secretariat of 
European Affairs and the 
General Direction of Pro-
spective of the Algerian 
Ministry of Finance.

Meeting of IPEMED’s Board of 
Directors, Paris, France

The directors of IPEMED vali-
dated and welcomed the entry 
of three new members to the 
Board of the Institute of Eco-
nomic Prospects of the Medi-
terranean World: Elisabeth 
Guigou, Piero Fassino and 
Miguel Angel Moratinos.

Launch conference for the 
WABA project, Cordoba, 
Spain 

IPEMED committed into 
a Euro-Mediterranean re-
search project dedicated 
to the use of bacteria and 
micro-algae for the biore-
mediation of used waters 
in rural areas. This un-
precedented experimental 
project gathered 5 partners 
from 4 different countries.

22 NOVEMBER 

5 OCTOBER5 OCTOBER 

10 -12 DECEMBER 

8 NOVEMBER

13 DECEMBER 

Global Diaspora Week, European Parliament, Brussels, 5 October 2018 
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TESTIMONIALS

Alexandre MAYMAT 

Shermine DAJANI 

« In an increasingly fragmented world 
tempted by identity crises and fear of 
others, it is essential to encourage 
initiatives that promote dialogue 
between people, cultures as well as 
the business community and to re-
call the deep bonds of solidarity that 
unite Europe and Africa. We will 

either succeed together or fail to-
gether. IPEMED has a vision of a 
vertical Africa / Mediterranean 
/ Europe that is passionately 
shared by so many men and wo-
men of good will and faith in our 

two continents »  

« IPEMED is a driving force in buil-
ding bridges with its neighbourhood 
MENA Africa which it considers as 
privileged and equal partners with 
Europe to shape a fairer, multilate-
ral global order. 

IPEMED provides innovative re-
search, analysis and advice to support 

regional related policy planning 
and facilitates knowledge sharing, 
dialogues with stakeholders and 
local partners.  IPEMED facili-
tates technology partnerships in 
different sectors.   I am honoured 

to be a part of it »

Director Africa, Mediterranean and Overseas, SOCIETE GENERALE, France

Stefano MANSERVISI 

« European development policy is 
increasingly moving to the sou-
th around the Africa-Mediter-
ranean-Europe axis. This idea 
- of great vertical North / South -  
refers to the regionalization of the 
economy, and the return of a geo-

graphical proximity. It is time 
to think together about our Eu-
ro-African zone, indispensable 
for peace and for equitable and 
sustainable growth. This is the 
challenge taken and assumed by 

IPEMED  »  

General Director of International Cooperation 
 and Development of the European Commission

President, PANMED ENERGY, Jordan
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Ibrahim ELBADAWI 

« We collaborate closely with IPEMED 
on an ambitious and policy-relevant 
project which is “La Verticale”, 
which is aimed at promoting econo-
mic cooperation and partnerships 
between Europe and MENA across 
the Mediterranean and with their 
neighbors in Africa.  This collabo-
ration would build upon pooling the 
comparative advantages of the invol-
ved institutions, including IPEMED and 
ERF, to enhance the integration between 
the three regional economic blocks. The 

Economic Research Forum, being 
a regional network that promotes 

high quality economic research 
in the Arab Countries, Iran and 
Turkey, and IPEMED, being a 
Euro-Mediterranean think tank 
that promotes economic inte-

gration between the countries of 
the North and South of the Medi-

terranean, are thus working closely 
to create a new space of thinking and of 
knowledge production »

General Director of the Economic Research Forum, Egypt

Christian HILLER VON GAERTRINGEN

« The major challenge of the 21st cen-
tury is the integration of the AME 
space. As the population of Afri-
ca will double by 2050 to reach 
2.5 billion people, the continent 
should not miss this demographic 
challenge. In Europe, however, re-
lations with the South are still very 
much considered as a national affair, 
while the scale of the task goes beyond 
the national framework. At the same 
time, the greater region of Southern Eu-

rope has the opportunity to skip cer-
tain stages of development which 

have produced negative conse-
quences in Europe and to move 
directly to an economy that is in-
tegrative, inclusive and respect-
ful of the environnement. It is the 

great merit of IPEMED to take up 
this challenge, to work on this inte-

gration and to make concrete propo-
sals for development that will benefit the 
entirety of this vast region »

Partner and founder, Africa Partners, Germany

The ideas of IPEMED are shared by diverse personalities
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What is coproduction?  
“Coproduction” is a new model of virtuous 
“win-win” economic cooperation that gener-
ates codevelopment because it involves:  

• The implementation of partnerships, 
rather than subcontracting, for a fair divi-
sion of these profits;

• The joint development of a value chain 
that generates locally added value at each 
step of its cycle, and therefore for all 
stakeholders;

• Technology sharing and the upgrading of 
all the partners, while respecting Social 
and Environmental Responsibility;

• Sustainable investments and long-term 
planning, with no intention of making 
“fast money” in the short term;

• Matching exterior offer and local demand. 

At the beginning of 2018, a 
study on “the objective identifica-
tion of Tunisian gazelles for co-
production with EU companies” 
was launched with the support 
of the Tunisian Ministry of De-
velopment, Investment and In-
ternational Cooperation and in 
partnership between IPEMED 
and the National Statistics 
Agency (INS). In the light of 
available data, Jean-Louis Rei-
ffers and his team carried out 
a background work in order to 
objectively identify companies 
that could benefit from a copro-
duction approach with Euro-
pean SMBs/PMIs, given their 

performances. In total, 240 
“gazelles” were objectively and 
anonymously identified over 
the 2008-2015 period. 

This scientifically innovative 
approach also opens perspec-
tives in terms of public policies. 
How to encourage onshore Tu-
nisian companies to increas-
ingly compete with offshore 
companies that account for 
80% of Tunisian exportations? 
Thus, a meeting was held in 
Tunis, on 11 December 2018, in 
the presence of Minister Zied 
Ladhari, to present the study’s 
intermediary results. 

Since 2017, IPEMED has been analysing the opportunities and benefits of this model, through 
its Coproduction observatory and its “programme on North-African industrialisation”. In 2018, 
this programme, that is supported by the Union for the Mediterranean, has seen three positive 
evolutions:

coproduction and industrialisation

OUR FIELD OF REFLECTION 

STRENGTHENING  OF THE ACADEMIC AND OPERATIONAL APPROACH IN TUNISIA 

COPRODUCTION AT THE SERVICE OF SOUTHERN COUNTRIES’ INDUSTRIALISATION

observatoire de la coproduction en méditerranée

Janvier 2019

Jean-Louis Reiffers 
Doyen honoraire de la Faculté des Sciences Economiques de l’Université d’Aix-Marseille, 

membre du Comité scientifique de l’IPEMED

Sami Mouley 
Professeur à l’Université de Tunis El Manar

Dmitry Ivanov 
Data scientist

Charles Laî Tong 
Ingénieur de recherche au CNRS

Véronique Roger 
Consultante internationale entreprises

Sous la coordination de :
Jean-Louis GUIGOU, Président de l’IPEMED 

Kelly ROBIN, Responsable des projets de l’IPEMED

Identification anonyme de gazelles en Tunisie 
pour la coproduction
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Initiated in 2017, the study on 
“SMBs Financing and Invest-
ment Security: Major Challenges 
for the Integration of the Great 
Region Africa - Mediterranean - 
Europe and the Deployment of the 
Coproduction Model” carried out 
by Michel GONNET, IPEMED 
associate expert, with the sup-
port of the Union for the Medi-
terranean, AFD and Bpifrance, 
was presented in Barcelona in 
July 2018, during the Steering 
Committee meeting of the pro-

gramme as well as the MED-
CONFEDERATION annual fo-
rum. 

IPEMED, the Union for the 
Mediterranean, IPEMED Tuni-
sia, the Arab Institute of Busi-
ness Managers and the Tunisia 
Deposit and Consignment Of-
fice organised, on 11 December 
2018 in Tunis, the presentation 
in the presence of a hundred 
economic and political deci-
sion-makers.

In 2018, in the framework of 
its “North African industriali-
sation programme”, IPEMED 
initiated negotiations with its 
partners to extend its work pe-
rimeter to several countries, 
among which Italy (in partner-
ship with the CeSPI and the 
CSF) and Egypt. 

With regard to the latter, 
IPEMED, Bpifrance and Afri-
can Business/NewAfrican or-
ganised, on 11 April 2018, in 
Paris, a “Mediterranean and Af-
rican breakfast” on Egypt’s stra-

tegic position between Europe 
and Africa. This debate gath-
ered over 80 people, among 
which Mr the Ambassador Reda 
Bebars, Advisor to the Egyptian 
Minister of Investment and In-
ternational Cooperation, Mrs 
Mira Ghali, Senior Economic 
Researcher at the Egyptian 
Ministry of Investment and 
International Cooperation and 
Mrs Naglaa Fathi, in charge of 
promoting investments at the 
Egyptian Ministry of Invest-
ment and International Coop-
eration.

coproduction and industrialisation

coproduction and industrialisation

PROMOTING ADAPTED FINANCIAL TOOLS TO FACILITATE COPRODUCTION BETWEEN EUROPEAN AND 
AFRICAN SMBs  

WIDENING THE GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE OF THE “NORTH AFRICAN INDUSTRIALISATION PROGRAMME” 

observatoire de la coproduction en méditerranée

Octobre 2018

Michel GONNET
Président d’EUDOXIA-GB2A finances, Expert associé IPEMED

Coordination : 
Kelly ROBIN, Responsable des projets 

Jean-Marie PAINTENDRE, Conseiller international

Le financement des TPE/PME 
et la sécurisation des investissements

Des enjeux majeurs pour l’intégration de la grande région  
Afrique – Méditerranée - Europe et le déploiement du modèle  

de coproduction

«Breakfast of the Mediterranean and Africa» on the theme 
«Egypt, hub between Europe and Africa», Paris, April 11, 
2018.

COPIL meeting of the project on the industrialization of North Africa, Barcelona, 4 July 2018 
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Codevelopment of territorialised agri-food sectors in the Mediterranean
According to IPEMED, the long-term im-
provement of food safety in Mediterranean 
countries requires the codevelopment of ter-
ritorialised industries, local channels and 
territorialised food systems (TFS), that (re)
value the Mediterranean diet. In addition, 
the Institute promotes “collective food secu-

rity” through North-South and South-South 
agricultural and agribusiness partnerships. 
In 2018, IPEMED’s activities revolved around 
this argument. This long-term work aims to 
increase the resilience of populations to the 
consequences of climate change.

As a coordinator of the collec-
tive publication on “Durum 
wheat: from the organisation 
of industries to the structur-
ing of a Mediterranean net-
work”, IPEMED kept working 
towards the sustainable code-
velopment of the durum wheat 
sector in the Mediterranean, in 
collaboration with the Bizerte 
competitiveness cluster (PCB) 

and the French Durum Wheat 
Platform. These work meet-
ings aim to create a “Mediter-
ranean durum wheat network” 
that would further structure 
the sector, at the national and 
regional scale. In 2018, a col-
lective effort was made towards 
the general public, in order to 
popularise the main arguments 
of the Palimpseste. 

Two years after the release 
of its exploratory study on 
the micro-algae industry in 
the Mediterranean, IPEMED 
is involved in a Euro-Med-
iterranean research project 
called “WABA” (Wastewater 
bioremediation using Algae-
Bacteria consortia for rural 
Area, WABA). This project is 
led by the University of Cor-
doba (Spain), in partnership 

with the French Alternative 
Energies and Atomic Energy 
Commission (CEA), the MA-
ScIR foundation (Morocco) 
and the Marche Polytechnic 
University (Italy).

This project has been se-
lected in the framework 
of ERANETMED, for two 
years. It mostly aims to de-
velop a sustainable and 

eco-friendly treatment pro-
cess for wastewater in ru-
ral areas, by resorting to 
micro-organisms (bacteria/
micro-algae). IPEMED will 
be in charge of assessing 
the socio-economic impacts 
of the project. The project’s 
official launch conference 
took place in Cordoba, on 5 
October 2018.

agriculture and agribusiness

FEDERATING: PROMOTING A MEDITERRANEAN NETWORK AROUND THE DURUM WHEAT SECTOR  

INNOVATING: LAUNCHING OF THE “WABA” PROJECT  

Blé dur
De l’organisation des filières 
à la structuration d’un réseau 

méditerranéen 

Joël ABECASSIS (INRA)

Abdelkamel ALLAOUA (INRA)

Leith BEN BECHER (Syndicat des Agriculteurs de Tunisie – Synagri)

Mohamed ELLOUMI (INRA Tunisie)

Samia GHARBI (Pôle de Compétitivité de Bizerte)

Christian HUYGHE (INRA)

Jean-Louis RASTOIN (Montpellier SupAgro et IPEMED)

Kelly ROBIN (IPEMED), coordonnatrice

Palimpsestes  
N ° 18  -  S E P T E M B R E  2 0 1 7

LONG-TERM IMPROVEMENT OF FOOD SAFETY IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AND AFRICA
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Following the Palimpseste published in 2017, IPEMED organised many events in order to ex-
change on the necessity to find new cooperation models in the agricultural sector, in the “Africa - 
Mediterranean - Europe” macroregion.

ACTING: PLEADING IN FAVOUR OF “SUSTAINABLE AND SHARED FOOD SECURITY AND SOVEREIGNTY 
AROUND THE AFRICA - MEDITERRANEAN - EUROPE AXIS” 

Launch of the «WABA» project, Cordoba, October 5, 2018 

Intervention of Mr. Jean-Louis RASTOIN

agriculture and agribusiness

23 MAY, 2018

17-18 OCTOBER, 2018

The Food Geostrategy in the Mediterranean: the Cereal Issue 

On 23 May 2018, the French 
Académie de l’Agricultur e held 
a public session on “Food 
geostrategy in the Mediter-
ranean: the importance of 
cereals”, led by Jean-Louis 
RASTOIN, Professor Emeri-
tus at Montpellier SupAgro 
and member of IPEMED’s 
Scientific Committee. In-
deed, since North-African 

and Middle-Eastern countries 
became net importers of ce-
reals, and given the food in-
security in these countries, it 
is useful and urgent to think 
about designing and creating 
alternative food systems to 
contribute to the sustainable 
development objectives such 
as defined by the United Na-
tions.

Geopolitics of food security: an issue for the vertical AME

On 17 and 18 October 2018, 
the 2nd Rencontres Franco-
phones sur les Légumineuses 
(RFL2) (French meetings 
on legumes) took place in 
Toulouse. During the ple-

nary conference, Mr Jean-
Louis Rastoin talked on the 
topic: “Food safety geopoli-
tics: a challenge for the AME  
(Africa - Mediterranean -  
Europe) axis”.
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For a more inclusive water governance that is integrated with energy and waste treatment 
Since 2006, the reflections initiated by 
IPEMED have shown the necessity of an in-
tegrated management of water demand and 
resources, and of a more efficient and com-
prehensive water governance in the Mediter-
ranean, linked to energy and local waste treat-
ment. This was a burning topic in 2017 and 
2018, with the preparation of the Mediterra-

nean Water Forum on 22-24 January 2018 in 
Cairo, and the World Water Forum, that took 
place from 18 to 23 March 2018 in Brasilia. 
This Forum was crucial, because it is one of 
the few international bodies that recognises 
the Mediterranean as a relevant regional 
space, alongside Europe, the “Arab region”, 
Africa, Americas and Asia-Pacific.

The Mediterranean preliminary process, led 
by the Mediterranean Water Institute and the 
Union for the Mediterranean, enabled to hear 
the voice of the region’s actors and to high-
light the solutions implemented at the local 
scale on all the topics that were identified as 
a priority. Appointed as coordinators of the 
work group on the “urban” topic, IPEMED 
and the MedCités network wished to take ad-
vantage of this process to highlight the know-
how of cities and operators in terms of reuse 
of treated wastewater (REUSE); as this topic 
was the main subject of one of the last United 
Nations report on the development of water 
resources.

Learning from past experiences, sharing and 
spreading information, taking into account 
the opinion of field actors... such were the ob-
jectives of the working group that were organ-
ised in 2017 and January 2018, as part of the 
Mediterranean Water Forum.

This Forum, the third to be organized, 
brought together stakeholders from the Medi-
terranean region involved in the theme of 
water. The priority themes addressed were 
climate (climate change), population (water 
sanitation for all), development, urban (wa-
ter re-use), ecosystems (management and 
ecosystem restoration for water services and 
biodiversity), and financing (for sustainable 
development).

water

FROM LEADING A WORK GROUP ...

OVERCOMING WATER CHALLENGES IN THE MEDITERRANEAN IS A NECESSITY
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Thanks to this preparatory work, IPEMED and its 
partners organised or took part in several exchang-
es in Brasilia, among which one inter-regional ses-
sion on the following topic: “REUSE in the Africa 
- Mediterranean - Europe axis: territorial impacts 
and search for a common strategy”.

IPEMED’s work has been acknowledged and its ap-
plication to the World Water Council was accepted 
at the end of 2018. Therefore, the Institute will take 
part in the preparation of the next Water Forum in 
Dakar.

All the case studies presented were then compiled in an un-
published publication, produced in partnership with the Eu-
romed Cities Network, the International Water Office (IO-
Water) and the Euro-Mediterranean Information System on 
expertise in the field of water (EMWIS).

Entitled «Reuse of treated wastewater in the Mediterranean 
and impacts on the territories», it also benefited from the 
feedback of experts from both the North and South of the 
Mediterranean.

This publication is an opportunity to bring out original pro-
posals to ensure access to water and sanitation for all in the 
Mediterranean, while enhancing the know-how of cities and 
operators in terms of reuse treated wastewater.

water

... TO MAKING RECOMMENDATIONS  DURING HIGH-LEVEL EVENTS

8th World Water Forum, Brazil, from 18 to 23 March 2018

Réutilisation des eaux  
usées traitées  

en Méditerranée
et impacts sur les territoires 

Palimpsestes  
N ° 19  -  M A R S  2 0 1 8

RÉDACTION
Arthur DEBOOS, IPEMED

AVEC LES CONTRIBUTIONS DE

Oriol BARBA-SUÑOL, Medcités
Hajiba BOURZIZA, ONEE

Selmin BURAK, Université d’Istanbul
François-Xavier IMBERT, OIEau

Julien LOUCHARD, OIEau
Eric MINO, SEMIDE

Kelly ROBIN, IPEMED
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Identifying “heavy trends”
Since its creation, IPEMED has been trying to antici-
pate and scientifically identify heavy trends to guide 
private and political actions in accordance with the 
general interest. Its works on, among other things, 

“coproduction”, “local channels”, reflect the atten-
tive observation of long-term dynamics in the great 
region “Africa - Mediterranean - Europe”.    

Seven years after the publication 
of the book “The Mediterranean: 
from Migrations to Mobilities”, 
IPEMED wanted to question some 
misconceptions: “Can migrations 
balance the European demographic 
weakness?”.  

In a short paper that was published 
in 2018, Hervé Le Bras shares 
his perspectives for 2050 and 
deconstructs this hypothesis of 
“replacement migrations”. 

China has become a major eco-
nomic partner of Africa. Indeed, 
the continent is partially in-
cluded into the ambitious Chi-
nese programme “One Belt One 
Road”. Its commitment on the 
African continent is very diverse 
according to the sub-regions and 
the countries that are considered 
as priorities. Even though this 
Chinese breakthrough arises the 
media’ interests, it also triggers 
political fears. In order to offer 
elements of reflection that off-
set, or even contradict, the me-
dia buzz, IPEMED, in partner-
ship with the Europe - Africa 
Observatory 2020, launched in 

2018 a reflection on China’s con-
tribution to Africa’s industrial 
development.

This reflection was material-
ized by a collective publication, 
the main results of which were 
given back on the occasion of a 
«Breakfast of the Mediterranean 
and Africa» on June 27, 2018, in 
Paris, in partnership with Bpi-
france and IC Publications.

Implicitly, this research axis 
enabled to draw lessons from 
the “Chinese special economic 
zones” in Africa, to identify a 
“ZES” model that is more adapt-
ed to local needs.

prospective

MIGRATIONS & MOBILITIES

CHINA - AFRICA PROSPECTIVE 

FAVOURING THE CONVERGENCE BETWEEN AFRICA, THE MEDITERRANEAN AND EUROPE

Les migrations 

Palimpsestes  

Hervé LE BRAS
Démographe, directeur d’études  
à l’INED, enseignant à l’EHESS.

N ° 17  -  J U I L L E T  2 0 1 7  

peuvent-elles compenser  
la faiblesse démographique  

de l’Europe ?
Perspectives à l’horizon 2050

Réfugiés syriens traversant 
la frontière entre la Hongrie 
et  l’Autriche, en route vers 
l’Allemagne. 2016. 
PHOTO : Mstyslav Chernov

Comment la Chine
contribue-t-elle au développement 

industriel des pays africains ? 

Auteurs principaux :
Jean-Raphaël CHAPONNIERE, Observatoire Europe-Afrique 2020

Christian DELAVELLE, Observatoire Europe-Afrique 2020
Avec les contributions de :

Jean-Claude BERTHELEMY, Université Panthéon Sorbonne
Imène BASRIRE, IPEMED

Pierre BECKOUCHE, IPEMED
Jean-Louis GUIGOU, IPEMED

Thierry PAIRAULT, CNRS - EHESS
Paulette POMMIER, IPEMED

Kelly ROBIN, IPEMED

Palimpsestes  
N ° 20  -  J U I N  2 0 1 8

Bâtiment du Centre de conférences de 
l’Union africaine. Addis-Abeba, Kenya. 
Construit par le gouvernement chinois 
pour un montant estimé à 200 millions 
de dollars et offert au continent.
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The main results of the 
palimpsest were presented during 
a “Mediterranean and African 
breakfast”, on 27 June 2018, 
in Paris, in partnership with 
Bpifrance and IC Publications. 
The topic of this third breakfast 
of the year 2018 was “The Chinese 

contribution to Mediterranean 
and African industrialisation”. 
It gathered an audience of over 
80 people, around the event’s 
moderator, Hichem Ben Yaïche, 
editor-in-chief of NewAfrican and 
African Business.

Following its works on 
regionalisation, IPEMED promotes 
a vision that makes sense of long-
term economic and political action. 
This vision is the construction of 
the great “Africa - Mediterranean 
- Europe” (AME) region, that 
underlines the project of AME 
Foundation. Jean-Louis GUIGOU, 
President of IPEMED, took part 
in many symposiums to expose 
his vision of the world as several 
“crescents”, especially during the 
symposium on “Environment and 
development in the Mediterranean, 
yesterday, today and tomorrow”, 
that was organised for the 40th 

anniversary of Plan Bleu in Paris, 
on 5 June 2018. 
This day was an opportunity to 
review progress on sustainable 
development in the Mediterranean, 
and on the perception of current 
and future challenges in this area. 
It was organized by the Blue Plan 
and Serge Antoine Association, 
with the assistance of the History 
Committee of the Ministry 
of Ecological and Solidarity 
Transition (CGEDD), the General 
Council of Agriculture and Food 
(CGAAER) Ministry of Agriculture 
and IPEMED.

FOR A COMMON FUTURE IN THE AME AXIS

A BREAKFAST ON CHINA 

Colloquium organized for the 40th anniversary of the Blue Plan, Paris, June 5th, 2018 

prospective
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ENERGY: 
FOR AN INCREASED COOPERATION BETWEEN EUROPEAN, MEDI-
TERRANEAN AND AFRICAN ACTORS 

VERTICALE: 
FOR A PACIFIC AND PROSPEROUS SAHEL 

ICT: 
FOR A UNIQUE DIGITAL MARKET IN AFRICA? 

other important topics ipemed is 
working on 

IPEMED was a partner of the 10th 
edition of the Pollutec Maroc fair that 
took place from 2 to 5 October 2018, in 
Casablanca. Along with ADEME and 
in partnership with Cécile CARLIER, 
IPEMED organised and led a series of 
conferences in the African space, on 
the development of renewable ener-
gies, biotechnologies, etc. The Medi-
terranean Energy Community (MCE), 
following the model of the ECSC in 
1950 remains a target.

In an analysis published in 
July 2018, Nicolas NORMAND, 
Honorary Plenipotentiary Min-
ister, former ambassador of 
France (Mali, Congo and Sen-
egal), and former Deputy Di-
rector of IHEDN, asked for a 
change of paradigm in develop-
ment aid and for greater atten-
tion to the Sahel region.

IPEMED was a partner of the 7th edition 
of the ATDA (Assises de la Transforma-
tion Digitale en Afrique; where we could 
present our works on e-commerce and, as 
a preview, the results of our study on the 
impact of the digital sector on SMBs fund-
ing and investment security in the Africa - 
Mediterranean - Europe axis. 
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MOBILITIES: 
DIASPORAS, ACTORS OF ECONOMIC INTEGRATION BETWEEN  

EUROPE, THE MEDITERRANEAN AND AFRICA  

TRANSPORTS:  
MOROCCO, A LOGISTICS HUB BETWEEN EUROPE AND AFRICA?

IPEMED is convinced that Mo-
rocco is a hub between Europe 
and Africa, with its foreign in-
vestments divided between the 
two continents. In 2018, the In-
stitute published a new study 
called “Morocco, a logistics hub 
between Europe and Africa?”. 
This new report aims to study the 
physical, regulatory, institutional 
and socio-economic conditions 
that are necessary to deploy an 
integrated logistics system in the 
Mediterranean, and especially 
the role of Morocco in the struc-
turing of exchanges between Eu-
rope, the Mediterranean and Af-
rica.

other important topics ipemed is 
working on 

Organised by Classe Export and Eu-
ro2C, at the initiative of IPEMED, 
the African Diaspora Forum took 
place on 22 June 2018. Built in col-
laboration with a Steering Commit-
tee made up of the main associa-
tions representing the diasporas of 
France and Europe, but also repre-
sentatives of the private sector and 
institutions, it gathered over 3,000 
people around the following topics: 
highlighting the initiatives carried 
out by diasporas, acknowledging 
their important role in advancing 
relations between their host coun-
tries and their countries of origin, 
etc. 

In 2018, IPEMED highlighted sectorial cooperation opportunities, in strategic sectors for 
the integration of both shores of the Mediterranean, and beyond of Europe and Africa. 
To do so, IPEMED relied on new actors from the civil society and carried out activities to 
shift from reflection to action.
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Elisabeth Guigou
President of La Verticale 

Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
Founding Chairman and  
Vice-President of La Verticale

the ame verticale foundation

• A meeting in Paris, at the end of No-
vember, enabled to finalise the statutes 
under Belgian law that were adopted 
at the end of 2018 in order to get the 
Royal Decree that officially recognises 
the foundation. 

• The two cofounders are IPEMED, 
through the Verticale endowment 
fund, and TAG ORG, an international 
group led by Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, 
created in Jordan. 

• Elisabeth Guigou will be its President, 
and Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, as founding 
chairman, will be its Vice-President. 

• The Board of Directors aims to gather 
representatives of the three regions. 

• With its statutes, the AME Verticale is 
open to public and private contribu-
tors.

In order to start these programmes, IPEMED 
gathered three partner institutions: 

Interviews were conducted in Brussels with 
officers of the European Commission to im-
plement sectorial axes as efficient tools for 
the performance of the External Investment 
Plan for Africa, launched by its President 
Jean-Claude Juncker.  

STATUTES AND GOVERNANCE

ACTION PROGRAMMES

IPEMED – PARIS 
Jean Louis Guigou
President

AFRICAN FUTURES 
INSTITUTE – PRETORIA
Professeur Alioune Sall 
Executive director

ECONOMY RESEARCH 
FORUM – LE CAIRE
Ibrahim El Badawi

General manager

CESPI – ROME
Piero Fassino
President
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the ame verticale foundation

RELATED EVENTS

In 2018, significant progress was made regarding the statutes, governance, 
action programmes and communication.

2 FEBRUARY 19 JUNE

28 MAY

Mediterranean and African breakfast “The 
Verticale axis - BPiFrance Hub” Paris 

The first Mediterranean and African break-
fast of 2018 was held on Friday 2 Febru-
ary, with a conference on the topic “Africa -  
Mediterranean - Europe: AME, the axis of the 
future”. 

The debate was led and moderated by M. 
Hichem Ben Yaïche, Editor-in-Chief of New 
African and African Business. 

This breakfast was an opportunity to intro-
duce to the public the new book of Jean-Louis 
Guigou and Pierre Beckouche, called “Africa - 
Mediterranean - Europe: The axis of the fu-
ture” published in the Nevicate editions, in 
the collection “L’âme des peuples”.

A manifesto called “An urgent obligation: 
creating the AME axis” 

It was signed in June 2018 by 54 lead-
ing figures from the political, business 
and academic spheres, who share the vi-
sion of a common AME axis and want to 
implement mechanisms and institutions 
that proved efficient in Asia and in Amer-
ica. Firstly, the signatories highlight the 
importance of a foundation that gathers 
experts, intellectuals, representatives of 
civil society and business managers who 
work to boost interconnections as well 
as technical, financial and cultural net-
works.

Mission à Accra, Ghana

During a mission in Accra that took 
place from 26 to 30 May 2018, Jean-Louis 
Guigou met with President Nana Afuko-
Addo and presented to him the new vi-
sion on the African-European relations, 
supported by the Verticale.

Breakfast of the Mediterranean and Africa «BPiFrance - La Verticale Hub». Paris, February 2, 2018.
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feedback on 

2018
in figures

34
Members

11
Newsletters sent

744
LinkedIn followers 

64
Events

  

14 540
Newsletter subscribers  

2 384
Twitter followers  

129 792
Visitors on the website   

101
Mentions of IPEMED  

in the press 

7 573
Facebook friends 

3 855 
Tweets  

our visibility
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PRESS

VIDEOS

SOCIAL MEDIA 

BEST ARTICLE  

NEWSLETTERS
In 2018, IPEMED appeared many times in the me-
dia, through interviews of its President and experts 
associates, but also through the promotion of its 
publications and its participation to several major 
events. In 2018, IPEMED was mentioned in 101 
articles and referenced in 50 newspapers, most of 
which from southern countries.

In 2018, the Institute subscribed to the software 
Pitchy, in order to create explanatory videos for the 
general public, and to promote its activities in a clear 
and playful manner. 

IPEMED is active on several social medial platforms. 
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn are excellent infor-
mation channels. They enable to promote IPEMED’s 
actions, productions and events, while increasing its 
visibility.

In 2018, IPEMED signed a call to 
strengthen the AME cooperation. 
This call was co-signed by about 
fifty leading figures, and was pub-
lished in several newspapers.

11 bilingual newsletters were 
sent in 2018. They are now 
entirely redacted and format-
ted by the team. 17,540 people 
receive it. Newsletters make it 
possible to disseminate to the 
entire IPEMED network the 
most important information of 
the moment, published studies 
and events in which the Insti-
tute participates.
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This year, IPEMED’s team accomplished a remarkable work, that 
enabled to carry forward the Institute’s projects.  

Jean-Louis Guigou 
President

With, from left to right:

Farzan Bakaoollah, Financial and Human Resources Director.
Morgane Herve-Gangloff, Project Manager.
Jean-Marie Paintendre, International Affairs Advisor.
Mayssa Allani, Project Manager Assistant.
Jean-Louis Guigou, President of IPEMED.
Cindy Delvoye, Communication Manager.
Kelly Robin, Project Manager.
Valérie Boura, Executive Assistant.

our operation mode
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

PRESIDENT
Jean-Louis Guigou
Founder of IPEMED

VICE-PRESIDENTS
Eric Diamantis
Attorney Partner, CLYDE&CO Firm, France

Fouad Trad
Director General, BYBLOS BANK EUROPE, 
Lebanon

TREASURER
Guillaume Mortelier
Strategy and Development Director, 
BPIFRANCE 

MEMBERS:

Talal Abu-Ghazaleh 
Founder, TAG-Org, Jordan 

François Aïssa-Touazi
Middle-East Advisor, ARDIAN, France

Jean-Louis Chaussade
General Director, SUEZ, France

Shermine Dajani
President, PANMED ENERGY, Jordan

Khalil Daoud
President, LIBAN POST, Lebanon

Yves Delaine 
Managing Director, AVRIL, France

Piero Fassino 
Member of Parliament and President of 
CeSPI, Italy

Elisabeth Guigou 
Former Minister, and President of the Anna 
Lindh Foundation, France

Noureddine Hajji
Deputy Managing Director, EY, Tunisia, 
President of IPEMED Tunisia

Alexis de Maigret
Consultant, FOOTPRINT, France

Miguel Angel Moratinos
Former Minister, Spain

Jean-Michel Severino
President, INVESTISSEURS ET PARTENAIRES, 
France

Jemal Taleb
Roving Ambassador of Mauritania, Attorney, 
CLYDE&CO Firm

Philippe Wahl
Chief Executive Director, GROUPE LA POSTE, 
France

Douraid Zaghouani
COO, INVESTMENT CORPORATION OF DUBAI

SUPERVISORY BOARD

PRESIDENT

Khalil Daoud
President, LIBAN POST, Lebanon

VICE-PRESIDENT

Elias Doumet
President, MATELEC, Lebanon 

MEMBERS:

Khater Abi-Habib
President, KAFALAT, Lebanon 

Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
Founder, TAG-Org, Jordan 

François Bassil
President, BYBLOS BANK, Lebanon 

Jean-Louis Chaussade
Chief Executive Officer, SUEZ, France 

Shermine Dajani
President, PANMED ENERGY, Jordan

Alexandre Maymat 
Director Africa, Mediterranean and Overseas, 
SOCIETE GENERALE, France

Philippe Monloubou
President of the Executive Board, ENEDIS, 
France

Guillaume Pepy 
President of the Executive Board, SNCF, 
France

Arnaud Rousseau
President, AVRIL, France

Philippe Wahl
Chief Executive Director, GROUPE LA POSTE, 
France

SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE

MEMBERS:
Pierre Beckouche
University Professor, Paris I Panthéon 
Sorbonne

Youssef  Courbage
Demographer, INED

Alain Ducass
Associate expert

Rachid Jankari
International consultant

Bernard Morel
Economist, University Professor

Jacques Ould Aoudia
Researcher in development economics

Paulette Pommier
International consultant in regional 
development and territory development

Jean-Louis Rastoin
Honorary Professor, Montpellier SupAgro

Jean-Louis Reiffers
Honorary Dean of the Faculty of Economics at 
the University of Aix-Marseille

Alioune Sall
Director of the INSTITUT DES FUTURS 
AFRICAINS

Marco Zupi
Scientific director of CeSPI

POLITICAL STEERING 
COMMITTEE

CO-PRESIDENTS
Miguel Angel Moratinos
Former Minister, Spain

Elisabeth Guigou
Former Minister, and President of the Anna 
Lindh Foundation, France

MEMBERS:
André Azoulay
Advisor to the King, Morocco

Joachim Bitterlich
Former Chancellor Advisor, Germany

Emma Bonino
Former Minister, Italy

Georges Corm
Former Minister, Lebanon

Kemal Dervis
Former Minister, Turkey

Amr El Shobaky
Former Member of Parliament, Egypt

Mounir Fakhry Abdelnour
Former Minister, Egypt

Iqbal Gharbi
Director of the Chair of Religious Anthropology, 
Zitouna University, Tunisia 

Medhi Jomaa
Former Prime Minister, Tunisia

Alain Juppé
Former Prime Minister, France

Fadia Kiwan
Director of the Institute of Political Sciences of 
Saint-Joseph University, Lebanon

Eneko Landaburu
Former Head of the European Commission 
Delegation, Spain

Enrico Letta
Former President of the Council of Ministers, 
Italy

Denis Mac Shane
Former Minister, United Kingdom

Robert Malley
Former Advisor to the President, United States

Fathallah Oualalou
Former Minister, Morocco

Josep Pique
Former Minister, Spain

Romano Prodi
Former President of the Council of Ministers and 
of the European Commission, Italy

Jean-Pierre Raffarin
Former Prime Minister, France

Cherif Rahmani
Former Minister, Algeria

Carmen Romero Lopez
European Deputy, Spain

Panagiotis Roumeliotis
Former Minister, Greece
 

On December 2018

BENEFICIARY MEMBERS: BPIFRANCE . REGION OCCITANIA . CCI PARIS-ILE-DE-FRANCE . TALAN . PANMED ENERGY

A meeting of the Scientific Committee of IPEMED

IPEMED’s governing bodies reflect this independence and respect North-South parity.
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In 2018, IPEMED welcomed new members, reinforced its institutional and academic 
network, and strengthened its partnerships.

A NEW FOUNDING MEMBER:  SOCIETE GENERALE

A NEW BENEFACTOR MEMBER:  MERIDIAM

PARTNERS: MEDCONFEDERATION

our members and partners

Alexandre MAYMAT, Director for Africa, 
the Mediterranean and French overseas 
territories, signed IPEMED’s membership 
agreement. An international bank that is 
historically present in Mediterranean and 
African countries, Societé Générale opted 
for a development strategy on the entire 
African continent.

Thierry DEAU, President and founder of 
MERIDIAM, committed with IPEMED as a 
benefactor member.

MERIDIAM is a group that specialises in 
the development, funding and manage-
ment of long-term public infrastructure 
projects.

MERIDIAM manages 7 investment funds, 
with offices in Paris, New-York, Dakar, 
Addis Abeba, Amman… and wishes to in-
crease its activities on the entire African 
continent.

A partner since the beginning of this ini-
tiative carried by the CAIXA of Barcelona, 
IPEMED plays a role of Vice-President 
(Jean-Marie Paintendre) along with the 
CAIXA, IEMed and the CDC Tunis.

During the meeting of December 2018, its 
President Jaloul AYED, former Tunisian 
minister, expressed his will to resign. He 
is replaced by Chris de NOOSE, General 
Director of WSBI (global group of savings 
banks).

Euro-Med Forum, Barcelona, July 5 and 4, 2018
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IPEMED wished to create institutional and academic bonds with Egypt, which has a strategic po-
sition towards Europe, the Mediterranean and Africa. Besides, in the framework of the Verticale 
Foundation, Egypt provides an opening towards East-African countries.

• EGYPTIAN MINISTRY OF INVESTMENT 
AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

• L’ECONOMIC RESEARCH FORUM – ERF 

• ADNE

• BUSINESSMED

On 26 June 2018, during an event at IMA, 
the minister Dr SAHAR NASR signed a 
“Memorandum of Understanding for Insti-
tutional Cooperation” with IPEMED.

On 3 September 2018, Ibrahim ELBA-
DAWI, Managing Director, signed a coo-
peration agreement with IPEMED.

A think-tank supported by the World 
Bank and the Arab Fund for Social and 
Economic Development, the ERF aims 
to promote economic research in order 
to contribute to the inclusive and sus-
tainable development of Arab countries, 
Iran and Turkey.

On June 26, 2018, during a demonstra-
tion at the IMA, Minister Sahar Nasr 
signed with IPEMED “a Memorandum of 
Understanding for Institutional Coopera-
tion”.

Saida NEGHZA, President of BUSINESS-
MED, signed a partnership agreement with 
IPEMED on 17 September 2018 in Paris.

BUSINESSMED is the main regional repre-
sentative of the private sector, that reflects 
the interests of 22 business confederations 
of countries that belong to the Union for the 
Mediterranean.

INSTITUTIONAL AND ACADEMIC NETWORK

Euro-Med Forum, Barcelona, July 5 and 4, 2018

Signature of a MoU, June 26, 2018.
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funding 

IPEMED has 32 members* including:  

• 24 in France;
• 4 in Lebanon;
• 1 in Tunisia;
• 2 in Jordan;
• 1 in Spain.

*Mostly private businesses (+90%).

IPEMED benefits from 4 French public grants: 
• AFD;
• Hauts de France Regional Council;
• PACA Regional Council;
• Occitanie Regional Council.

Share of funding activity sectors 

On 31 December 2018, IPEMED owned € 1,469,274, of which € 1,011,517 from subscriptions, 
€ 100,405 from grants and € 357,352 from miscellaneous products.

Evolution of outcome and income from 2014 to 2018
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The total outcome for the year 2018 was of €1,469,274, with an increase of 24,79% in relation to 
2017. This result is mostly due to the recovery of the provisions for liabilities, that amounted to 
€356,914. In 2018, the amount of contributions decreased by €67,683 (6.27%). 

This year, we closed some grant files from the last few years for a total amount of €100,405, that 
mostly correspond to a recovery of the sums that were not collected in 2014, 2016 and 2017, 
which enabled to liquidate the expenses that were planned in the specifications.

On 31 December 2018, the operating costs, amounting to € 967,605, decreased by €64,995 (5.52%). 
In return for the expense reduction related to wages (-28.06%) and welfare costs (-21.14%), fees 
highly increased because of temporary workers (+€ 51,393, or +30.89%).

In addition to operating costs, we must also add the amount of net expenses on the sales of in-
vestment securities of €911 and the creation of provisions for liabilities of €491,917, thus closing 
the year with € 1,460,433 of expenses.

On 31 December 2018, the income was a balance of +€ 8,841.

The assets available on the current account amount to € 184,069. IPEMED kept the following 
investments:  FCP: €252,917 and OPCVM: €400,914. Since these investments’ yields were rather 
low and remained the same as in 2016, part of the 2017 OPCVM (€356,756) was placed on a de-
posit account (€200,000) and a savings account (€76,500) with more favourable rates. 

On 31 December 2018, IPEMED had € 1,151,346 of liquid assets (that is -24.25% in relation to 
2017: € 1,519,907).

. 

OUTCOME

EXPENSES

LE RÉSULTAT AU 31 DÉCEMBRE 2018 

LIQUID ASSETS ON 31 DECEMBER 2018

 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Outcome   € 1 885 513  € 1 650 431  € 1 336 766  € 1 177 354  € 1 469 274 

Outcome evolution in % - 12,93% - 12,47 % - 19,01 % - 11,93 % + 24,79 %

Expenses  € 1 882 547  € 1 645 223  € 1 330 890  € 1 166 840  € 1 460 433 

Expenses evolution in % - 22,97 % - 12,61 % - 19,11 % - 12,33 % + 25,16 %

Income  € 2 966,00  € 5 208,00  € 5 876,00 10 514,00 €  € 8 841,00 
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We believe that the world’s regionalisation is increasingly divided. Companies are leading 
the way with shorter value chains. At a local scale, populations tend to take their destiny 
back in their own hands (local channels, local integration).

IPEMED, the Economic Foresight Institute for the Mediterranean World, is a non-profit 
association of general interest created in 2006. A think-tank promoting the Mediterranean 
region, it aims at bringing together the two shores of the Mediterranean through the 
economy. It is mainly financed by companies and individuals that share its values. IPEMED 
is presided by Jean-Louis Guigou.

IPEMED
100 BOULEVARD DU MONTPARNASSE
75014 PARIS 

EMAIL : communication@ipemed.coop
PHONE : +33 (0)1 56 54 38 38
FAX : +33 (0)1 56 54 30 51
www.ipemed.coop
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